A short IEEE board members meeting took place in Chandler on April 09\textsuperscript{nd}, 2010, to discuss ideas for future events.

Below is a summary of the meeting.

- Professor Hassibi said it was OK to get a vending machine. We would put it in the kitchen of the subbasement of Moore. We still need to figure out prices and prepare a proposal. Sujitha said they cost around $2000.
- Prefrosh weekend: We signed up for the prefrosh club fair. We need to prepare a stand.
- Penguin suggests that we prepare a proposal for next year to get IEEE more money for its activities, especially student/faculty dinners/lunches at the Atheneum (lunches might be easier to organize). Penguin will write up the proposal.
- We will have the student/faculty lunches after midterm week. Professors to contact: Glen, Bruck, Effros, Hassibi, PPV, Hajimiri, Tai. Penguin will talk to Glen first.
- We could get a printer and put it in the kitchen of the subbasement of Moore.